FORWARDING OF REPORT BY ACCEPTING AUTHORITY IN RESPECT OF PAR FOR THE YEAR 2018-19: MES CGOs

1. Refer the fwg letters:-
   (a) This HQ letter No B/50013/PC-430(II)/MIS (Civ) (ii) dt 10 Jun 2019.
   (b) This HQ letter No B/50013/PC-430(II)/MIS (Civ) (i) dt 22 Aug 2019.
   (c) This HQ letter No B/50013/PC-430(II)/MIS (Civ) (i) dt 09 Sep 2019.
   (d) This HQ letter No B/50013/PC-430(II)/MIS (Civ) (i) dt 25 Sep 2019.
   (e) This HQ letter No B/50013/PC-430(II)/MIS (Civ) (i) dt 10 Oct 2019.

2. Last date for endorsing the PARs by the Accepting Authority and processing them to the Officer disclosure (Ratee) is 31 Oct 2019. However, it is seen that large number of PARs are still pending with the Accepting Authority for endorsement.

3. In view of the above, direction may please be issued to all Accepting Officers to endorse the PARs pending in their inbox (SPARROW) and fwd to the Officer disclosure (Ratee) by 31 Oct 2019.

Copy to:-
HQ DGBR, Dir (CW&E), R&D Org 'A' Wing, DRDO Bhawan, CME Pune,
DGNP Visakhapatnam, DGNP Mumbai, HQ CE (R&D) Delhi